
The Cultural Landscape Foundation
connecting people to placesTM

- Submission Materials: A cover letter, resume, and brief writing sample are required, the latter ideally consisting of two pages or 
less and concerning a designed landscape or landscape architect. A portfolio is not required.

- Special Instructions: Send application materials as PDF attachments using the subject line “Boasberg Fellowship – Your Name” 
to celia@tclf.org. *Additionally, indicate in your cover letter whether you would like to be considered for other 2023 summer 
fellowships with TCLF. 

2 - The Cultural Landscape Fellow is a paid fellowship that takes place at TCLF’s offices in the Dupont Circle neighborhood of 
Washington, D.C OR remotely. The recipient will learn valuable skills related to the research, documentation, and advocacy of 
cultural landscapes. The Fellow will work alongside TCLF’s president and CEO Charles A. Birnbaum and the rest of the staff on 
TCLF’s core programming, with a special focus on the What’s Out There program. The work will be an engaging mix of research 
and content development and will offer the opportunity to pursue professional interests. The fellowship requires an eight-week 
commitment through the summer. The start date is somewhat flexible. 

Application Details:

- Submission Materials: A cover letter, resume, and brief writing sample are required, the latter ideally consisting of two pages or 
less and concerning a designed landscape or landscape architect. A portfolio is not required.

- Special Instructions: Send application materials as PDF attachments using the subject line “Cultural Landscape Fellow – Your 
Name” to celia@tclf.org. *Additionally, indicate in your cover letter whether you would like to be considered for other 2023 
summer fellowships with TCLF. 

TCLF can connect you with people who share your interests through…
• TCLF’s homepage, with more than 800,000 unique visitors annually
and nearly 2.65 million page-views
• Bi-monthly e-newsletters and dedicated e-blasts to more than
31,000 subscribers
• Social media posts, with more than 75,000 followers
• Press releases sent to more than 850 members of the media, with a
direct link to your website

About Us
The Cultural Landscape Foundation (TCLF) is a Washington, 
D.C.-based non-profit founded in 1998 to connect people to places.
TCLF educates and engages the public to make our shared landscape
heritage more visible, identify its value, and empower its stewards.
Through its website, publishing, lectures, and other events, TCLF
broadens support and understanding for cultural landscapes.

2022 Summer Opportunities: The Cultural Landscape Foundation
Sally Boasberg Founder’s Fellowship and the What’s Out There Cultural Landscape Fellowship

1 - The Sally Boasberg Founder’s Fellowship is a paid fellowship based in TCLF’s offices in  Washington, D.C.’s, Dupont Circle 
neighborhood. The recipient will learn valuable skills related to the research, documentation, and advocacy  of cultural landscapes. 
The fellowship was created in honor of Sally Boasberg, one of TCLF’s founding Board members.

Open to graduate students and recent alumni interested in the built environment, the paid summer fellowship runs from six to eight  
weeks and offers a range of opportunities designed to provide a productive and educational experience. The Fellow will work  
alongside TCLF’s president and CEO Charles A. Birnbaum and the rest of the staff on TCLF’s core programming, including the  
What’s Out There, Landslide, and Pioneers programs. The work will be an engaging mix of research and content development and  
will also offer the opportunity to pursue professional interests. The start date is somewhat flexible. 

Application Details:

Application Deadline: April 1, 2023 

Compensation: $25/hour, full time for 6-8 weeks 

Required Skills

• Excellent writing and editing skills;
• Excellent research skills, particularly involving historic-preserva-

tion documents, academic journals, and online sources;
• A good photographic eye;
• Photoshop experience;
• Experience with or knowledge of landscape architecture and its

history

https://tclf.org/about/boasberg-fellowship
https://tclf.org/news/features/tclf-mourns-its-founding-co-chair-sally-boasberg
https://tclf.org/news-type/press-releases
https://www.tclf.org/
mailto:celia@tclf.org
mailto:celia@tclf.org



